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We study the production of heavy Majorana neutrinos (N) in e−γ colliders. We consider the tree-level
process e−γ → W−N, which allows for lepton number violation via the decay N → lþ2j. We follow the
approach of an effective theory, where we consider all possible gauge invariant and nonrenormalizable
operators of lowest dimension, which determine the interactions of the Majorana neutrino with the standard
particles. We study the total cross section for different masses of the Majorana neutrino and different
center-of-mass energies. We give an estimate for the range of the Majorana neutrino masses which may be
detected in a e−γ collider.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Remarkable progress has been made in understanding
the nature of the neutrino sector in particle physics. The
phenomenon of neutrino oscillations is particularly impor-
tant since it gives experimental evidence for the non-
vanishing mass of the standard neutrinos. Unlike the rest
of the massive particles in the standard model, interactions
of the Yukawa type are not well suited for the generation of
masses of the order of 10−2 eV, which correspond to the
neutrino masses. One possible scenario is the seesaw
mechanism [1], which requires the existence of at least
one type of heavy right-handed Majorana neutrinos N, with
mass mN , giving a small mass mν ∼ 1=mN to the neutrinos,
which would explain neutrino oscillations. As indicated in
[2], the parameters UlNðl ¼ e; μ; τÞ which determine the
couplings of the interactions of the Majorana neutrino with
the standard model particles, as in

LW
V−A ¼ −

gffiffiffi
2

p UlNNcγμPLlWþ þ H:c: ð1Þ

where PL ¼ ðI − γ5Þ=2 is the chirality projection operator,
turns out to be very small, even for Majorana masses as
small as 100 GeV, in which case UlN ∼ 10−7. This justifies
an approach beyond the minimal seesaw mechanism in
order to study new physics involving Majorana neutrinos.
In this paper we will study the process e−γ → W−N

according to an effective model-independent Lagrangian
approach. This process is interesting in this framework
since it allows for nonconservation of lepton number. This
is possible since the decay modes N → lþ2j are permitted
for the final Majorana neutrino. The complete process
e−γ → W−N → W−lþ2j, where lþ stands for an antilepton
of any flavor and j for jets, is a clear signal of lepton number
violation. A similar process has already been considered
[3,4] although not in the context of an effective Lagrangian.

II. THE EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN

We parametrize the contributions of new physics effects
by a set of five gauge-invariant nonrenormalizable operators
of dimension six, Oi. There exist operators of dimension
five but they do not contribute to this particular scattering
process. We also neglect higher dimension operators since
their contributions are suppressed by the new physics scale
Λ. The extended theory is thus represented by

L ¼ LSM þ
X5
i¼1

αi
Λ2

Oi þ H:c: ð2Þ

The first term in (2) contains the interactions in the standard
model which are relevant to this process,

LSM ¼ −qeēγμeAμ þ
gffiffiffi
2

p ēLγμνLW−
μ þ gffiffiffi

2
p ν̄Lγ

μeLWþ
μ

þ iqeð∂μWþ
ν − ∂νWþ

μ ÞWμ−Aν

− iqeð∂μW−
ν − ∂νW−

μ ÞWμþAν

þ 1

2
ð∂μAν − ∂νAμÞðWμþWν− −Wμ−WνþÞ: ð3Þ

We have also introduced the dimensionless coupling con-
stants αi, one for each operator, with the list of operators
being

O1 ¼ iðϕtεDμϕÞðN̄γμlRÞ; O2 ¼ ðL̄σμνNÞ ~ϕBμν;

O3 ¼ ðL̄σμντiNÞ ~ϕWi
μν; O4 ¼ ðL̄DμNÞDμ ~ϕ;

O5 ¼ ðDμLNÞDμ ~ϕ: ð4Þ
We need to mention that the operators Oiði ¼ 2;…; 5Þ are
naturally suppressed with respect to the operator O1 by a
factor of 1=16π2, the reason being that these four operators
are generated to one loop. This suppression factor must be
reflected in the values of the coupling constants. The lepton l
inO1 correspond to the right-handed SU(2) singlets e, μ and
τ. In Eqs. (4) we recognize the various fields, ϕ ¼ ðφþ
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electroweak isoscalar, L ¼ ðνll ÞL is the left-handed doublet,

eR the right-handed singlet and ~ϕ ¼ εϕ� with ε ¼ iσ2. We
also have for the gauge fields and covariant derivative

Bμν ¼ ∂μBν − ∂νBμ;

Wi
μν ¼ ∂μWi

ν − ∂νWi
μ þ gεijkW

j
μWk

ν;

Dμ ¼ ∂μ − igTiWi
μ − ig0

Y
2
Bμ;

where Wi
μ and Bμ are the gauge fields of the SUð2ÞL and

Uð1ÞY groups, respectively, and g and g0 the standard
coupling constants of the respective groups.
After symmetry breaking around the standard vacuum

ϕ0 ¼ ð0vÞ, we can rewrite the Lagrangian (2) to obtain

L ¼ LSM þ
X7
i¼1

Li þ noncontributing terms; ð5Þ

where

L1 ¼
α1gv2ffiffiffi
2

p
Λ2

ðl̄RγμNW−
μ − N̄γμlRWþ

μ Þ;

L2 ¼
ð2α2vcw þ α3vswÞ

Λ2
ðν̄σμνN þ N̄σμννÞ∂μAν;

L3 ¼
α3

ffiffiffi
2

p
v

Λ2
ðl̄LσμνN∂μW−

ν þ N̄σμνlL∂μWþ
ν Þ;

L4 ¼
α3

ffiffiffi
2

p
igvsw

Λ2
ðl̄LσμνNW−

ν − N̄σμνlLWþ
ν ÞAμ;

L5 ¼
−α4igvffiffiffi

2
p

Λ2
ðl̄L∂μNW−

μ − ∂μN̄lLWþ
μ Þ;

L6 ¼
−α5igvffiffiffi

2
p

Λ2
ð∂μl̄LNW−

μ − N̄∂μlLWþ
μ Þ;

L7 ¼
−α5egvffiffiffi

2
p

Λ2
ðl̄LNW−

μ þ N̄lLWþ
μ ÞAμ: ð6Þ

There are many terms which do not contribute to this
process, although the seven operators which are relevant
contain the five coupling constants αi; i ¼ 1;…; 5.

III. THE e−γ COLLIDER

The basic idea behind an e−γ collider is the use of
laser backscattering, which consists of pointing a laser to

the parent eþ beam of an e−eþ collider. The design and
principal characteristics of the collider are discussed in the
literature [5]. The energy spectrum and helicity distribution
for the back-scattered photons depend on the polarization of
the electron and laser photon beams. The spectrum is picked
in the high energy region for the case of opposite polar-
izations of the electron and laser beams. Even in the case
of unpolarized electrons and laser photons, the scattered
photons possess a favorable distribution at high energies.
In this work we will only consider the unpolarized case.
The energy spectrum of the scattered high energy

photons is defined by the Compton cross section,

fðxÞ ¼ 1

σc

dσc
dx

¼ NðξÞ
�

1

1 − x
þ 1 − x − 4rð1 − rÞ

�
: ð7Þ

The various symbols in (7) are defined by

x ¼ ω

E0

≤
ξ

ξþ 1
; r ¼ x

ξð1 − xÞ ;

NðξÞ−1 ¼
�
1 −

4

ξ
−

8

ξ2

�
lnðξþ 1Þ þ 1

2
þ 8

ξ
−

1

2ðξþ 1Þ2 :

ð8Þ
The variable x corresponds to the energy fraction carried
by the scattered photon from the electron. E0 and ω are
the energies of the parent beam particles and the scattered
photons respectively. The laser energy ω is chosen such that
ξ ¼ 4ωE0=m2

e has the optimum value of 4.8 in order to avoid
the creation of eþe− pairs in the collision of the back-scattered
photons with laser photons. The above equations may be
found in [5], where a detailed treatment of the subject is
presented.

IV. THE e−γ → W−N PROCESS AND THE RESULTS

So far we have presented the theoretical background in
terms of an effective theory. We will make use of the
Lagrangian (5) to find the scattering amplitude for the
process. There are four Feynman diagrams, which are
shown in Fig. 1. The scattering amplitude for this process is

M ¼
X
ij

MiðLjÞ; ð9Þ

whereMiðLjÞ is the contribution to the diagram i from Lj.
The various terms in (9) are

FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams for the process e−γ → NW−.
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M1ðL1Þ ¼ c11ūNγμΔeðq1ÞγνueE�
WμEγν; c11 ¼ i

α1egv2ffiffiffi
2

p
Λ2

M1ðL3Þ ¼ c13ðip4λÞūNσλμΔeðq1ÞγνueE�
WμEγν; c13 ¼ −i

ffiffiffi
2

p
α3ev
Λ2

M1ðL5Þ ¼ c15ðipμ
3ÞūNΔeðq1ÞγνueE�

WμEγν; c15 ¼
α4egvffiffiffi
2

p
Λ2

M1ðL6Þ ¼ c16ð−ipμ
1ÞūNΔeðq1ÞγνueE�

WμEγν; c16 ¼
α5egvffiffiffi
2

p
Λ2

M2ðL2Þ ¼ c22ð−ip2λÞūNσλνΔνeðq2ÞγμueE�
WμEγν; c22 ¼ i

2α2gvcw þ α3gvswffiffiffi
2

p
Λ2

M3ðL1Þ ¼ c31aνμρūNγλueΔWðq3ÞλρE�
WμEγν; c31 ¼ −i

α1egv2ffiffiffi
2

p
Λ2

M3ðL3Þ ¼ c33ðiq3ηÞaνμρūNσηλueΔWðq3ÞλρE�
WμEγν; c33 ¼ i

ffiffiffi
2

p
α3ev
Λ2

M3ðL5Þ ¼ c35ðipλ
4ÞaνμρūNueΔWðq3ÞλρE�

WμEγν; c35 ¼ −
α4egvffiffiffi
2

p
Λ2

M3ðL6Þ ¼ c36ð−ipλ
1ÞaνμρūNueΔWðq3ÞλρE�

WμEγν; c36 ¼ −
α5egvffiffiffi
2

p
Λ2

M4ðL4Þ ¼ c44ūNσνμueE�
WμEγν; c44 ¼ −i

ffiffiffi
2

p
α3gvsw
Λ2

M4ðL7Þ ¼ c47ūNueE�
WμEγμ; c47 ¼ −

α5egvffiffiffi
2

p
Λ2

with

aνμρ ¼ ðq3 − p2Þμgνρ þ ðp2 þ p4Þρgμν − ðp4 þ q3Þνgμρ:

We make use of the helicity formalism [6,7] to evaluate the
scattering amplitudeM. This is a convenient method since
it produces relatively short expressions and will permit us
study polarizations of initial and final states in a very direct
way in more detailed future treatments. The initial and final
particles are represented in the following expressions:

ue ¼
sðp11; p12Þ

me
uðp11;þ1Þ þ uðp12;−1Þ;

p11 þ p12 ¼ p1 ð10Þ

ūN ¼ tðp32; p31Þ
mN

ūðp31;þ1Þ; p31 þ p32 ¼ p3 ð11Þ

Eμ
γ ðλ2Þ ¼

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4p2:k2

p ūðk2; λ2Þγμuðp2; λ2Þ;

k2 ¼ ð1; 0; 1; 0Þ ð12Þ

Eμ
W ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3

8πmw

s
ūðp41;−1Þγμuðp42;−1Þ;

p41 þ p42 ¼ p4: ð13Þ

Note that Eq. (11) makes explicit the fact that the Majorana
neutrino is right handed. The requirement on k2 in Eq. (12)
is not to be collinear with the momentum of the photon,
thus k2 ¼ ð1; 0; 1; 0Þ is a good auxiliary vector. We should
mention that only the state of the photon is explicitly
dependent on the polarization. Equations (10), (11), and
(13) correspond to only one polarization state along some
four vector (one for each case) which is not necessary to be
specified, the reason being that the sum over polarizations
is equivalently replaced by three integrations over the solid
angles Ω1, Ω3 and Ω4, corresponding to the auxiliary pair
of vectors ðpi1; pi2Þ; i ¼ 1; 3; 4.
We plug this expressions into (9) in order to numerically

evaluate the amplitude. The total cross section is numeri-
cally calculated from the expression

σ ¼
Z

xmax

xmin

dxfðxÞ
Z
ps
dσðxÞ; ð14Þ

where “ps” stands for phase space. The limits in the integral
over the energy distribution of the photons are

xmin ¼
ðmN þmWÞ2 −m2

e

2E2 þ 2E
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2 −m2

e

p and xmax ¼ 0.8277:

ð15Þ
The lower limit above is calculated by requiring that the
minimum initial energy is the energy necessary to produce
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a Majorana neutrino and a W boson at rest, and the upper
limit xmax ¼ 4.8=ð4.8þ 1Þ is an optimal value, as men-
tioned in Sec. III. The differential cross section is written as

dσðxÞ ¼ jMðxÞj2
2xE2

cm
dΠ2; dΠ2 ¼

j~p3jcm
8πEcm

dz; ð16Þ

where z ¼ cosðθÞ and θ is the angle of the scattered
Majorana neutrino with respect to the beam axis in the
center of mass frame. The expression for the squared
amplitude is then

jMðxÞj2 ¼ 1

4

X
λ2

1

2π

Z
dΩ1

1

2π

Z
dΩ3

×
Z

dΩ4jMðx; λ2;Ω1;Ω3;Ω4Þj2: ð17Þ

Since we are interested in violation of lepton number, we
consider the process e−γ → W−lþ2j, where j stands for
jets and l for any lepton flavor. This is possible since the
decay N → lþ2j is allowed. This Majorana neutrino decay
was studied in [8], where all possible effective operators
of dimension six involving quarks were considered. The
branching was found to depend on the Majorana neutrino
mass, varying between 0.2 and 0.3 for the masses consid-
ered here. Thus we calculate the cross section as

σðe−γ → W−lþ2jÞ ¼ σðe−γ → W−NÞ × BrðN → lþ2jÞ:
ð18Þ

In order to have a quantitative estimate for the possible
detection of Majorana neutrinos, we assume a representa-
tive one-year integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1. We set the
new physics scale Λ ¼ 1 TeV. As for the coupling con-
stants αi, we assume them to be of order one unless the
operators are generated to one loop. Thus we initially set
α1 ¼ 1 and αi ¼ 1=16π2 for i ¼ 2; 3; 4; 5. We also take into
account the constraints due to double-β decay. We argue
that the operator O1 gives the dominant contribution to the
double β-decay process, coming from L1 in (6). Apart from
L2, the other operators in (6) give negligible contributions
to the double β-decay process for the following two
reasons: (1) L3, L5, and L6 contribute with low momentum
factors due to the derivatives of the fields, and (2) L4 and
L7 generate a final photon with small phase space of order
ðEmax

γ =vÞ2, with v ¼ 246 GeV and Emax
γ the maximum

available energy for the final photon, which is of order
∼MeV. Thus, the double β-decay process puts limits only
on α1.
In [8] an upper limit was found for the coupling α1,

α1 ≤ 7.8 × 10−2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

mN

100 GeV

r
GeV−2; ð19Þ

which we take for the value of α1 This corresponds to a
scale Λ ¼ 1 TeV. See also [9–12].
In Fig. 2, we show the cross section for the process

e−γ → W−N as a function of the Majorana neutrino mass.
Three center-of-mass energies for the eþe− collider are
considered: 600 GeV, 800 GeV, and 1 TeV.
As for the background, we consider the process

e−γ → W−W−Wþνe. This process gives the same detected
final state as our lepton-violating process, since one of the
W− may decay into two jets and the Wþ may decay into
an anti lepton lþ and a neutrino νl. The final standard
neutrinos avoid detectors. Thus the cross section may be
written as

σðe−γ→W−lþ2jνeνlÞ¼ σðe−γ→W−W−WþνeÞ
×BrðW− → 2jÞ×BrðWþ → lþνlÞ:

ð20Þ

We have used the COMPHEP package [13] to evaluate
the background cross section, obtaining 1.2 × 10−3 pb for
Ecm ¼ 600 GeV, 4.8 × 10−3 pb for Ecm ¼ 800 GeV, and
1.1 × 10−2 pb for Ecm ¼ 1 TeV. According to (20) and the
representative luminosity, and also taking BrðW− → 2jÞ≃
0.68 and BrðWþ → lþνlÞ≃ 0.1 from [14], we obtain the

FIG. 2 (color online). Cross section for e−γ → NW−.

FIG. 3 (color online). Number of eventsN for e−γ → W−lþ2j.
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number of events N SM ¼ 8, N SM ¼ 33, and N SM ¼ 75
for the three values of the center-of-mass energies,
respectively.
The main result of this study is shown in Fig. 3. Here we

compare the number of events N generated by the process
e−γ → W−lþ2j, to the number of eventsN SM predicted by
the standard model, due to the process e−γ → W−lþ2jνeνl.
We note that the number of standard events coincides with
the number of the nonstandard events at the Majorana
neutrino masses of 390, 420, and 460 GeV, corresponding
to the center-of-mass energies of 600 GeV, 800 GeV, and
1 TeV, respectively. This indicates that neutrino masses up
to approximately these values may be detected, and for
masses beyond these values there would not be sufficient
events to clearly identify new physics. It may be argued

that, since we have set the new physics scale Λ equal to
1 TeV, we could not rely on the Ecm ¼ 1 TeV calculated
events, and also probably the Ecm ¼ 800 GeV plot, which
is perhaps too close to the scale. These near-the-scale
values are justified by the arbitrariness of the chosen values
for the coupling constants αiði ¼ 1;…; 5Þ. We have taken
α1 equal to the upper limit imposed by double-β decay
limits, and αi ¼ 1=16π2ði ¼ 2;…; 5Þ for the other four
operators, which are generated to one loop. In this sense we
are just setting an order of magnitude for the coupling
constants as well as the scale. We should also mention that,
because of the same reason, the values for the limit
detectable masses of the Majorana neutrino are of course
not exact, but give us an estimate for these detectable
masses.
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